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Limpsﬁeld Burners are 100% Hydrogen ready
Limpsﬁeld Combus�on have been ﬁring Hydrogen successfully for
over 20 years.
As part of the current move to Net Zero and decarboniza�on,
Limpsﬁeld is currently in discussions with the BEIS, H21, Edinburgh
University on behalf of many Sco�sh Dis�lleries, the CEA, amongst
others within our industry in producing Hydrogen ﬁred and
hydrogen ready burners. Limpsﬁeld burners are currently ﬁring
100% Hydrogen and are capable of ﬁring any known mix of Hydrogen
as long as the heat value of the fuel (CV) is known.

What is Net Zero Carbon
In simple terms Net Zero Carbon means slowing the speed of global warming!
Why Net Zero Carbon ma�ers?
Generally speaking, Net Zero Carbon ma�ers because our clients and people around the world are asking for it.
You do not have to believe in global warming, or that it is important, but it is important to respond to market
demands. Responsible organisa�ons, corpora�ons, process plants, hospitals, airports, large buildings, Planned
Maintenance companies etc. have to take to decarboniza�on seriously in order that the public will in turn take
them seriously.
Whilst it is unlikely that Hydrogen is the complete answer to our future fuel issues, recent discussions indicate that
100% Hydrogen is unlikely to be available in built up ci�es as huge improvements in infrastructure would be
needed, such as laying new pipework underneath already overcrowded roads etc. that would be extremely costly
and not prac�cal. However decarboniza�on will most likely be achieved with a mixture of burning Hydrogen in
areas where Hydrogen is produced locally, renewables, wind farms, burning fossil fuels eﬃcently such as Natural
Gas or various Natural Gas / Hydrogen blends. Therefore it is important that the burners we supply now, to ﬁre
Natural Gas eﬃciently can also burn Hydrogen in the future with very minimal changes to burner se�ngs.
Please contact Limpsﬁeld directly at sales@limpsﬁeld.com or via our website www.limpsﬁeld.com or contact one
of our Representa�ves all over the world as detailed on our Representa�on page on our website.
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Limpsﬁeld Burners are 100% Hydrogen ready
Case Report 1
A German company has developed a system where thermal oil is hydrogenated for safe storage and transporta�on.
For this project, the hydrogenated thermal oil (LOHC) was generated in Erlangen and transported by truck to the
Fraunhofer ins�tute in Stu�gart. There the hydrogen was recovered by using a catalyst reactor technology. The
hydrogen is used in a fuel cell to generate electric energy and in an Ascentec thermal oil system to heat up the catalyst
reactor.

The main challenge for Ascentec was to ﬁnd a small hydrogen burner
(50kW) capable of safely ﬁring Hydrogen. They contacted us at
Limpsﬁeld because of our previous Hydrogen ﬁring experience and
due to our ﬂexible approach to design. Limpsﬁeld successfully
manufactured a burner to meet this task.

Case Report 2
One of our USA based customers, PVR Technical Services and a well
known Chemical company asked Limpsﬁeld to design a burner that
could operate eﬃciently on Natural Gas and burn their Hydrogen as
a “free fuel” when their process made this gas available. Limpsﬁeld
took on this task and designed a twin gas combus�on head to
accommodate the diﬀerent ﬂame pa�erns and ﬂame speeds via a
simple change over switch without hardware changes.

Please contact Limpsﬁeld at sales@limpsﬁeld.com or via our website www.limpsﬁeld.com or contact one of our
many Representa�ves all over the world as detailed on our Representa�on page on our website.
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